Evaluation of layer thickness in human teeth using higher-order-mode leaky Lamb wave interdigital transducers Rev. Sci. Instrum. 76, 036108 (2005) This article develops a non-propagating Lamb wave mode (NPL) imaging technique for fatigue crack visualization. NPL has a great potential for crack evaluation in that it significantly contributes local mode amplitudes in the vicinity of a crack without spatial propagation. Such unique physical phenomenon is theoretically proven and experimentally measured through laser scanning. Although its measurement is a quite challenging work due to the fact that it is quite localized and coexists with complex propagating Lamb wave modes, a NPL filter proposed in this article overcomes the technical challenge by eliminating all propagating Lamb modes from laser scanned full Lamb wavefields. Through the NPL filtering process, only fatigue crack-induced NPLs can be measured and retained. To verify such physical observation and the corresponding NPL filter, a real micro fatigue crack is created by applying repeated tensile loading, and its detectability is tested using a surface-mounted piezoelectric transducer for generating Lamb waves and a laser Doppler vibrometer for measuring the corresponding responses. The experimental results confirm that even an invisible fatigue crack can be instantaneously visualized and effectively evaluated through the proposed NPL measurement and filtering processes. V C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A fatigue crack is one of the fatal damage types in metals. It has been reported that over 80% of all failures in metallic structures is caused by the fatigue crack. 1 Despite its high risk in metals, fatigue crack detection is still changing work because it is generated by repeated loading below the yield strength of the material and often invisible by naked eyes. To cope with such challenge, a number of nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques have been proposed. One of the most widely accepted NDT techniques is Lamb wave crack detection technique, because Lamb waves are sensitive to even an incipient crack and capable of traveling a long distance with little attenuation. 2 When Lamb waves propagating along a structure encounter a crack, they undergo reflection, refraction, transmission, and mode conversion. These physical phenomena on the interaction of Lamb wave propagation with the crack enable to characterize the crack. 3 Based on these physical understandings, a number of crack detection techniques have been developed. The conventional techniques have focused on the use of crack-induced propagating Lamb waves to characterize cracks. [4] [5] [6] More recently, it has been reported that nonlinear ultrasonic techniques are advantageous to detect closed-type fatigue cracks. [7] [8] [9] However, the crack-induced propagating Lamb wave signals measured at spatially limited points often cannot be differentiated from the complex Lamb wave signals reflected from structural boundaries, thus making it difficult to identify and localize the crack. Furthermore, these propagating Lamb wave approaches may cause false alarms, because Lamb wave propagation is vulnerable to environmental and operational variations. 6 To tackle the technical issues, non-propagating Lamb wave modes (NPLs) are measured to identify and localize the fatigue crack rather than the propagating Lamb modes in this article. Since NPL contributes to only local mode amplitudes without spatial propagation, it can be used as a promising tool for crack localization. Although the existence of NPL has been well proven at free-edge boundaries, 10, 11 there is no prior study on the measurement and visualization of NPL for crack characterization. To measure and visualize NPL for fatigue crack evaluation, a novel NPL filter is developed. The NPL filter enables to isolate only crack-induced NPL by eliminating all propagating Lamb modes from laser scanned Lamb wavefields, making it possible to effectively visualize the crack. Because the NPL filter provides the crack diagnostic process without relying on baseline data previously obtained from the pristine condition of a target structure, it is able to minimize false alarms caused by environmental and operational variations. 6 To experimentally validate the effectiveness of the proposed technique, a real fatigue crack is created by applying cyclic tensile loads using a universal testing machine (UTM) on a dog-bone aluminum specimen. Then, a surface-mounted piezoelectric transducer (PZT) is used for Lamb wave generation and a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) for scanning sensing the corresponding Lamb wavefields across the fatigue crack. The experimental result reveals that only the fatigue crack-induced NPLs are successfully highlighted in the final filtered image.
II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Lamb waves propagating along an elastic solid is depicted as a Navier's governing wave equation. 3 From the a)
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( 1) where
, and
h, k, and x denote the half of the plate thickness, wavenumber, and angular frequency, respectively. C L and C T are longitudinal and transverse wave velocities. q, k, and G are the mass density, bulk, and shear moduli of the media, respectively. The exponents þ1 and À1 indicate symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (A) Lamb modes, respectively.
Solving Eq.
(1) using a Newton-Raphson method for k, a finite number of real and imaginary roots and an infinite number of complex roots coexist. Figure 1 shows representative k plots corresponding to A 0 mode when a driving frequency is 300 kHz, h ¼ 1.5 mm, C L ¼ 6370 m/s, and C T ¼ 3170 m/s. The red, blue, green, and black circles represent k's with only real roots, complex roots with positive imaginary parts, pure imaginary roots, and complex roots with negative imaginary parts, respectively. The black ones mathematically mean that their amplitude exponentially grows with distance, but the exponentially growing waves have not been physically observed. 3 It has been reported that k's with negative imaginary parts have no physical meaning, while only k's with positive and zero imaginary parts have physical meaning. The only physically observed two kinds of modes are propagating mode (red circles) and NPL (green and blue circles) as shown in Figure 1 . Although NPL, also called an evanescent mode meaning that it will be exponentially decayed with distance from its source or a scattering center, does not transfer energy, it makes local mode shapes at the near field of the wave source. 3, 10 In many previous studies, the propagating modes were only taken into account in the analysis by simply ignoring NPL because they considered far-field responses only. However, only NPL will be conversely used for crack characterization in the subsequent section.
A. NPL at a crack interface Now, the existence of NPL induced by a crack is investigated using stress field distributions at a crack interface during the scattering process. To achieve it, a modal expansion method 12 is introduced. The normalized Lamb wave modal functions for A modes derived through the eigenvector problem of a plate are as follows:
wherer andŝ denote normalized normal and shear stresses, respectively. Based on the real roots of k computed in Figure 1 , the stress field distributions of only the propagating A 0 mode can be displayed using Eqs. (2) . Figure 2 shows the representative amplitudes and phases of the stress field distributions across the thickness. If a fatigue crack is initiated across its thickness direction, traction-free boundary conditions should be satisfied along the crack interface. However, there is no way to fulfill the traction-free boundary conditions from the linear combination between r and s of only the propagating modes, 10 because the phase difference of 90 (p/2) between r and s exists as shown in Figure 2 . That is, additional NPLs are necessary to meet the traction-free boundary conditions. The discrepancy of the stress field distributions at the crack interface is the strong evidence of the NPL existence during the scattering process. Note that these physical phenomena are similarly justified for higher Lamb wave modes as well as S modes although only A 0 mode below the cutoff frequency of A 1 mode is only considered here due to the space limit. 
B. Development of a NPL filter
Since NPL is totally mixed with propagating Lamb wave modes in the measured Lamb wave responses, the NPL extraction is a challenging task. Now, how NPL is extracted from the measured Lamb wavefields is explained, called the NPL filter. The essence of the NPL filter is that NPL can be isolated by eliminating all propagating Lamb modes from the total Lamb modes. The following procedure explains the isolation of NPL from the total Lamb modes measured at multi-spatial points.
(1) Collection of the total Lamb modes (M t ) at multi-spatial points across the crack location in the time-space (t-s) domain (2) Elimination of incident (M i ) and reflected (M r ) modes from M t using a frequency-wavenumber (f-k) analysis.
14 First, M t in the t-s domain is transformed into the f-k domain using a 2D Fourier transform (2D FT) as following:
where m t denotes the total modes in the f-k domain. Then, window functions, U i and U r , are defined to decompose incident (m i ) and reflected (m r ) propagating modes from m t in the f-k domain, respectively.
where
( ( The resultant modes in the t-s domain are reconstructed using an inverse 2D FT as follows:
M r x; t ð Þ ¼ 1 2p
This mode decomposition process for 1D wave propagation can be readily extended for 2D wave propagation using a 3D FT and inverse 3D FT. Using the decomposed M i and M r , The energy of NPL (NPE) can be isolated as follows:
(3) Determination of threshold value The last step is the determination of threshold value so that the only NPE caused by a crack is highlighted. To achieve this, the threshold value is established by employing extreme value statistics. 15 The probability density function of all data is estimated by fitting a type I extreme value distribution known as a Gumbel distribution. Subsequently, the threshold value corresponding to a 99% confidence interval is calculated. Since the threshold value is instantaneously determined by the data obtained from the current state of a target structure, it can be changed due to the variation of environmental and operational conditions as well as even whether the structure is damaged or not. Thus, such instantaneously established thresholding process enables to provide precise crack location in a cracked structure by removing undesired noise components and to prevent falsepositive alarm in an intact structure.
III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
To experimentally validate the performance of the NPL filter, a fatigue crack visualization test is carried out. A real fatigue crack is created in a dog-bone shape aluminum specimen by applying 10 Hz cyclic tensile loads ranged from 1.6 kN to 16 kN using UTM. A 1 mm-wide and 5 mm-long artificial notch is initially introduced in the specimen to induce stress concentration at the notch tip as shown in Figure 3 . After 125 000 loading cycles, the fatigue crack is created from the notch tip. The created fatigue crack has a length of 11.5 mm and widths of approximately 14.82 lm at the notch tip and 5.86 lm at the fatigue crack tip, which is estimated using microscopic images as shown in Figure 4 . Then, the PZT used for Lamb wave generation is APC850 type with a thickness of 0.508 mm and a diameter of 18 mm, and installed at 50 mm apart from the initial notch as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 5 shows the overall test setup comprised of LDV, a scanning stage, a function generator, and a control computer. First, the scanning area of 6.4 Â 18.9 mm 2 shown in Figure 3 is predetermined using the control computer. Using the function generator, 7-cycle toneburst signals with 69 Vpp are applied to the PZT attached on the specimen for Lamb wave generation, and the corresponding out-of-plane displacements are measured by LDV (UHF-120) with a sampling rate of 5 MHz within the predetermined scanning area. The driving frequency is 300 kHz, and the response signals are measured 20 times for each sensing point and averaged in the time domain to improve signal-to-noise ratio. The bandpass filter with 10 kHz and 500 kHz cutoff frequencies is used. The scanning stage has the minimum spatial resolution of 0.3 lm and the maximum scanning speed of 10 mm/s. The diameter of LDV laser spot is 8 lm, and the wavelength of LDV laser is 532 nm. The spatial scanning resolution is about 300 lm. Note that the spatial resolution should be small enough to measure NPL which are quite localized in the vicinity of the crack interface.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) compare representative out-ofplane displacements obtained from intact and crack areas along the horizontal measurement points within the scanning area. Remarkable amplitude variation can be observed only near the crack location as shown in Figure 6 (b), while there is no significant spatial amplitude change in the intact signals as displayed in Figure 6 (a). Once the NPL filter is applied to all spatial responses on the scanning area, and the filtered NPEs are subsequently assembled in the t-s domain, the NPE image can be constructed. representing the fatigue crack location is successfully isolated and highlighted. Although the crack length is estimated to 9 mm, which is the underestimated value compared to actual crack length of 10 mm, the crack location is well matched with the actual fatigue crack one. Again, the NPE image provides the intuitive crack diagnostic result without comparison with baseline data.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, a NPL imaging technique for fatigue crack evaluation is developed and experimentally validated through invisible fatigue crack visualization. It is worthy to note that the proposed technique overcomes the current technical hurdles for the measurement and isolation of crackinduced NPL. The validation test result reveals that the NPL imaging technique successfully visualizes the fatigue crack without relying on baseline data, minimizing false damage alarms caused by changing operational and environmental conditions. Furthermore, fully automated damage diagnosis can be accomplished without any experts' intervention. It is envisioned that these advantages contribute to automated NDT community by integrating robotic technologies.
